
English Teatime Treats: Delicious Traditional
Recipes Made Simple
Teatime in England is a cherished tradition that has been enjoyed for centuries. It
is that special moment in the late afternoon when the English gather for a cup of
tea and indulge in a heavenly selection of homemade treats. From delicate finger
sandwiches to scrumptious scones, here are some delightful and easy-to-make
recipes that will transport you to the heart of English teatime.

Finger Sandwiches

When it comes to teatime sandwiches, the possibilities are endless. One classic
option is the cucumber and cream cheese sandwich. Thinly sliced cucumbers are
layered atop cream cheese spread on lightly buttered bread. This refreshing
combination is light, crisp, and bursting with flavor.

Another popular choice is the smoked salmon and dill sandwich. Smoked salmon
is delicately layered with a creamy dill spread, creating a harmonious blend of
rich flavors that will leave you wanting more.
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If you prefer something heartier, the roast beef and horseradish sandwich is the
perfect choice. Succulent slices of roast beef are paired with a punchy
horseradish sauce, creating a satisfyingly bold flavor combination.

Scones

No English teatime would be complete without scones. These delicious pastries
are a quintessential part of the British tea experience. Traditional scones are
simple to make, requiring only flour, sugar, baking powder, butter, milk, and a
pinch of salt.

The key to achieving light and fluffy scones lies in the technique. The butter must
be cold and cut into the flour mixture until it resembles fine breadcrumbs. This
creates tiny pockets of butter that melt during baking, resulting in a tender and
flaky texture.

After gently incorporating the milk into the mixture, the dough is rolled out and cut
into rounds before being baked to golden perfection. Serve these warm with
clotted cream and strawberry jam for a truly authentic English teatime experience.

Victoria Sponge Cake

No teatime gathering is complete without a delicious cake, and the Victoria
Sponge Cake is a true teatime classic. Made with equal parts butter, sugar, flour,
and eggs, this moist and airy cake is sandwiched together with a layer of
raspberry jam and whipped cream.

Preparing the sponge cake involves a simple method of creaming together the
butter and sugar until light and fluffy, adding in the eggs gradually, and gently
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folding in the sifted flour. The resulting cake is a delicate balance of sweetness
and texture that perfectly complements a cup of tea.

Yorkshire Parkin

For those with a love for spicy and sticky treats, Yorkshire Parkin is a must-try
teatime delicacy. This satisfying gingerbread cake is made with oatmeal, golden
syrup, black treacle, and spices, creating a moist and rich dessert ideal for
teatime indulgence.

The secret to a perfect Yorkshire Parkin lies in allowing the cake to mature for a
few days before enjoying it. This process allows the flavors to meld together,
resulting in a sticky, moist, and deeply flavored treat that will leave you craving
more.

English teatime treats provide a delightful opportunity to gather with loved ones
and savor the simple pleasures of life. With these easy-to-follow recipes, you can
recreate the magic of English teatime right in your own home. From delicate
finger sandwiches to mouthwatering scones and delectable cakes, these
traditional English treats are bound to impress your guests and create lasting
memories.
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Fragrant and warm from the oven, English shortbread could be yours to eat 30
minutes from now! All recipes use US cup measures and many go from measure
to munch in less than 30 minutes! Just grab a saucepan, your cup measures and
a pan for the oven. Sandra guarantees: No electric mixers or food gadgets, no
rubbing in or rolling out, and no pile of cleaning up. Click on Sandra Hawkins
above to see the video trailer!

Would you love to bake an English Teatime Treat recipe, but think it would take
ages and you just don’t have the time? Do you feel that you don’t really know
where to start in baking something from scratch? Do you dread all the cleaning
up? That's why Sandra has devised these recipes to make baking simple and
delicious. This revolutionary and powerful cookbook really will transform your
cooking life!

This full color cookbook challenges everything you’ve been told about baking and
opens your eyes to the easy way to create something amazing from scratch. You
won’t need a cake mix to bake an easy cake! This book will enable you to bake
like never before!

Having studied Chemistry in college, Sandra has carefully researched the
amazing processes that transform simple ingredients into mouth-watering treats.
She has re-engineered complicated recipes to be really easy to prepare.

In this book you will create many wonderful recipes including:
- English Scones
- Cakes including the inspirational Medieval Honey Cake with Earl Grey Tea
frosting
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- English biscuits (cookies) including mouthwatering shortbreads
- Exotic Teatime Treats
- Old English Pikelets
- Savories
And if that isn’t enough, Sandra helps you put it all together for an amazingly
straightforward English Afternoon Tea Celebration.

Sandra also includes a copious number of fun facts with the recipes, so that you
can have a bit of fun with your friends, and not only enjoy the delicious baking,
but also a little light-hearted chat.
What’s stopping you from believing that you can bake more easily and
successfully than you ever thought possible?

Scroll to the top and click the “buy now” button.
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